Markovian and non-Markovian light-emission channels in strained quantum wires.
We have achieved conditions to obtain optical memory effects in semiconductor nanostructures. The system is based on strained InP quantum wires where the tuning of the heavy-light valence band splitting has allowed the existence of two independent optical channels with correlated and uncorrelated excitation and light-emission processes. The presence of an optical channel that preserves the excitation memory is unambiguously corroborated by photoluminescence measurements of free-standing quantum wires under different configurations of the incoming and outgoing light polarizations in various samples. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction indicate the presence of strain effects in the optical response. By using this effect and under certain growth conditions, we have shown that the optical recombination is mediated by relaxation processes with different natures: one a Markov and another with a non-Markovian signature. Resonance intersubband light-heavy hole transitions assisted by optical phonons provide the desired mechanism for the correlated non-Markovian carrier relaxation process. A multiband calculation for strained InP quantum wires was developed to account for the description of the character of the valence band states and gives quantitative support for light hole-heavy hole transitions assisted by optical phonons.